WEST VIRGINIA STATEWIDE INTEROPERABLE RADIO NETWORK
Personal Subscriber Unit Authorization

Name: ____________________________________
Agency Assigned Identifier: __________________
Agency: ______________________________
Programmer: ______________________________
SIRN Radio ID: ________________________

I, __________________________________, am providing this personally owned radio to be
used on the SIRN in association with ___________________ as long as I am in good standing
with my sponsoring agency.              (Sponsoring Agency)

I also acknowledge the following: (Initial each line below)

______ I own this radio and it is on the SIRN Approved Equipment List.

______ I understand my radio will be programmed using my sponsoring agency’s
talkgroup plan and allocated block of radio ID numbers.

______ If I am no longer affiliated with the sponsoring agency, or if the sponsoring
agency retracts permission, my radio will be deactivated.

______ My radio will be in compliance with the SIRN subscriber unit programming SOP.

______ I understand if this radio is lost I will notify my sponsoring agency immediately to
have the radio deactivated.

______ I understand if I trade-in, sell, transfer or remove from service my personally
owned radio that I will have the all system programming removed and the radio
ID reset to 1.

______ I understand that any costs associated with my personal radio are my
responsibility and that my agency in under no obligation to provide financial
assistance with any function, repair or maintenance of that radio.

Signature of Owner: ______________________________

Sponsoring Agency Signature: ________________________

Programmer Signature: ______________________________